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Abstract

The footwall gneisses beneath the western part of the Paleoarchean (f 3.8 Ga) Isua Greenstone Belt, southern West

Greenland, are interpreted here in terms of a f 3.64 Ga stack of mylonitic crystalline thrust-nappes, the oldest example known

on Earth. In present coordinates, the kinematic history of the thrust-nappe stack is couched in terms of initial longitudinal

(strike-parallel) thrusting towards the southwest, followed by transverse thrusting to the northwest, and subsequent extensional

collapse of the thickened crust toward the southeast. Diorite and tonalite that form the western margin of granitoids, structurally

overlying the western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt and its footwall, contain f 3.5 Ga mafic dykes, some of which are

deformed and/or truncated at fault contacts within the granitoids. Accordingly, a component of the deformation structurally

above the Isua Greenstone Belt occurred after f 3.5 Ga, significantly later than the formation of the underlying mylonitic

nappes, probably during the Neoarchean. The structural regime of mylonitic thrust-nappe stacking is very similar to that in

modern mountain belts. It would appear that the deformational behaviour, rheological constitution and overall strength of

Paleoarchean and modern continental crust were similar. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The style of Paleoarchean tectonics is currently the

subject of vigorous debate, much of which has

focused on potential modern analogues for greenstone

belts and their associated high-grade gneiss terranes,

or the lack thereof (e.g., de Wit, 1998; Hamilton,

1998, and references therein). However, relatively few

contributions to the discussion have been based on

first-order structural arguments.

The mechanical behaviour of the continental crust,

or indeed the lithosphere, reflects its dimensions,

thermal structure and rheology, as well as the distri-

bution and dynamic evolution of strong and weak

layers (e.g., Burke et al., 1976; Ranalli and Murphy,

1987; Rutter and Brodie, 1988, 1991, 1992). Structural

geological contributions to understanding the nature of

Paleoarchean tectonics have generally focused on the

question of dominantly vertical vs. horizontal move-

ments within the continental crust (e.g., Park, 1997,

and references therein). Some workers continue to
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appeal to a hotter continental thermal regime than that

of today, and identify a non-uniformitarian Archean

structural regime dominated by diapirism, in some

instances drawing comparisons with the Phanerozoic

situation on Venus (e.g., Chardon et al., 1998; Collins

et al., 1998; Hamilton, 1998; Marshak, 1999). Others

favour a relatively modern structural paradigm, domi-

nated by thrusts and nappes. However, with few

exceptions (e.g., de Wit et al., 1987, 1992), such

features have only been identified in Neoarchean and

younger orogens ( < 2.8 Ga; e.g., Bridgwater et al.,

1974; Friend et al., 1996; de Wit, 1998). Komiya et al.

(1999) claim to identify a f 3.8–3.7 Ga accretionary

complex in the Isua Greenstone Belt of southern West

Greenland, but their thrusting model is strongly biased

by their unsupported inference of stratigraphic repeti-

tion in discontinuous units of homogeneous amphi-

bolite and schist.

In this paper, we present the results of recent

structural mapping in gneisses subjacent to the Pa-

Fig. 1. Sketch map of terranes in southern West Greenland indicating the location of the Isukasia area, after Nutman et al. (1996). Inset shows

sketch map of the Isukasia area highlighting the Isua Greenstone Belt (IGB). The rectangular box is the present study area (see Fig. 3). The

broken line is the northern limit of strong Neoarchean deformation, taken from Nutman (1986). Note that lake names are given according to the

conventions of the Greenlandic Place Names Commission.
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leoarchean Isua Greenstone Belt, Isukasia, southern

West Greenland (Fig. 1; e.g., Nutman, 1984, 1986;

Appel et al., 1998a,b and references therein), which

we interpret as a f 3.64 Ga stack of mylonitic

crystalline thrust-nappes; the oldest known example

of this structural style on Earth. Because they are

difficult to access and have never been documented,

we present detailed descriptions of the rocks, as well

as the structures. We suggest that the kinematic

history of the nappe stack involves initial longitudinal

(strike-parallel) thrusting, followed by transverse

thrusting, and subsequent extensional collapse of the

thickened crust; a structural regime very similar to that

in modern mountain belts.

2. Geological setting

The Archean Gneiss Complex of southern West

Greenland is part of the North Atlantic or Greenland

craton (Bridgwater et al., 1976). In the Godthåbsfjord

area (Fig. 1), it is divided into terranes that Friend et

al. (1996) suggest were amalgamated in the Neo-

archean (f 2.72 Ga). The Isua Greenstone Belt is

located in the Akulleq terrane, adjacent to the boun-

dary with the Akia terrane (Fig. 1). It is a narrow,

arcuate belt of metamorphosed, amphibolite facies,

volcanic, volcaniclastic and clastic sedimentary rocks

intruded by ultramafic sills (see Nutman, 1986; Appel

et al., 1998a,b; Fedo, 2000 for details). The green-

stone belt is the largest intact fragment of a once

extensive, supracrustal package that was intruded and

dismembered by Paleoarchean (f 3.80–3.62 Ga)

tonalites and related granitoids of the Itsaq Gneiss

Complex (e.g., Nutman et al., 1993, 1996; see also

discussion in Nutman et al., 1997, 1999, and White-

house et al., 1999).

The arcuate Isua Greenstone Belt is flanked to the

north and south by variably deformed, metamor-

phosed tonalitic, dioritic and granitic plutonic rocks

(Fig. 1), components of the Itsaq Gneiss Complex

(Nutman et al., 1993, 1996 and references therein).

They have been dated by Nutman et al. (1993, 1996,

1999; U–Pb zircon SHRIMP): tonalites (f 3.8–3.7

Ga), granitic sheets (f3.65 Ga), and pegmatite sheets

(f 3.63 Ga), interpreted as magmatic crystallisation

ages in agreement with observed cross-cutting rela-

tionships (Nutman, 1984; Nutman and Bridgwater,

1986). However, elsewhere in southern West Green-

land, other workers have taken issue with this inter-

pretation, marshaling Pb–Pb, Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr

data and ion-beam U–Pb zircon data, supported by

cathodoluminescence imaging, to propose that the

true magmatic age of the granitoids isf 3.65 Ga,

and that older ages are derived from inherited zircon

(see Whitehouse et al., 1999; Nutman et al., 2000, and

references therein).

Few structural studies have been undertaken in the

Isua Greenstone Belt and the flanking metagranitoids

(James, 1976). Early work suggested that the supra-

crustal belt is internally symmetrical, such that the

stratigraphy defines a refolded isoclinal fold whose

axial trace runs along the length of the arcuate belt

(Bridgwater and McGregor, 1974). Although this was

challenged by Allaart (1976a), the model persisted

(Nutman, 1986) until it was again called into question

by Rosing et al. (1996), who showed that much of

the ‘‘stratigraphy’’ is the product of large-scale meta-

somatism. Foliation in the Isua Greenstone Belt and

the central gneisses is cross-cut by a polyphase

swarm of Tarssartôq diabase dykes that have

yieldedf 3.5 Ga magmatic crystallisation ages and

are correlated with the Ameralik dykes of the God-

thåbsfjord area (U–Pb zircon SHRIMP; Nutman et

al., 1996, 1997; White et al., 2000). The dykes are

essentially pristine in the central gneisses, but are

locally deformed within the Isua Greenstone Belt

(Bridgwater and McGregor, 1974; Nutman, 1984).

Tarssartôq dykes are also discordant to foliation in

tonalitic gneisses south of the greenstone belt, where

they are recrystallised as amphibolites and fewer in

number (Nutman, 1986). The age of the oldest

preserved metamorphism in the Isua Greenstone Belt

is f3.76 Ga (Pb–Pb ages; Moorbath et al., 1973;

Frei et al., 1999) and this has been equated with the

emplacement of the tonalitic plutonic precursors of

the Itsaq Gneiss Complex (Boak and Dymek, 1982;

Nutman et al., 1996). Boak and Dymek (1982)

obtained 550 jC at 5 kbar from garnet–biotite–

staurolite and muscovite–biotite–kyanite metamor-

phic assemblages. Despite the absence of deforma-

tion in the Tarssartôq dykes within the central

gneisses, the overall arcuate geometry of the belt

has been interpreted in terms of a Neoarchean dome

that refolds Paleoarchean structures (e.g., Bridgwater

and McGregor, 1974; Nutman, 1986).
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3. Isua Greenstone Belt footwall

The western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt, and

the plutonic rocks flanking it on either side, dip
f 45–60j to the southeast such that tonalites and

diorites of the central gneisses form the structural

hanging wall to the supracrustal rocks. The structural

footwall to the western Isua Greenstone Belt (referred

to hereafter as ‘‘the footwall’’) is composed of tona-

lites, amphibolites and mafic schists that have been

equated, respectively, with the plutonic rocks of the

central gneisses and xenolithic rafts and smaller

inclusions of mafic components of the Isua Green-

stone Belt (Nutman, 1984, 1986; Nutman et al.,

1984). Twenty five years ago, Allaart clearly identi-

fied and understood the potential significance of

strongly banded mylonites adjacent to the greenstone

belt (Fig. 2), stating that ‘‘it is tempting to suppose

that the mylonitic gneisses represent relics of a major

thrust zone below some of the supracrustal rocks of

the Isua succession’’ (Allaart, 1976b, p. 71; see also

figures in Gill et al., 1981; Boak and Dymek, 1982;

Nutman, 1982; Appel, 1983).

We have undertaken new structural mapping of the

footwall at scales between 1:10,000 and 1:20,000

(Fig. 3). Exposure is excellent, permitting direct

observation and tracing of contacts, often in three-

dimensions. We divide the footwall into a stack of

lithologically distinct, moderately southeast dipping

panels that straddle theAtaneq fault, a narrow ( < 10m),

lower greenschist facies (chlorite–sericite), aphanitic

ultramylonite zone of Proterozoic age (e.g., Smith and

Dymek, 1983). Although the Ataneq fault extends to

the Godthåbsfjord area,f 150 km to the southwest,

onlyf 4 km of dextral separation have been docu-

mented along it (e.g., Chadwick et al., 1983; Nutman,

1986). In what follows, the individual panels are

referred to by number for ease of reference; panels

derived from the supracrustal rocks of the greenstone

belt are indicated by the suffix ‘‘G.’’

3.1. Grey tonaliteFmylonite panel

Because the footwall rocks east of the Ataneq fault

contain identifiable protoliths, it is convenient to

describe them first. In the vicinity of Lake 644, the

structurally lowest panel (#1 in Fig. 3) measures
f 4� 0.35 km, minimum exposed strike length and

approximate maximum true structural thickness,

respectively. It is composed of grey tonalite with

scattered rafts and xenoliths of mafic schist. The rock

is medium grained, with 5 mm, rounded, plagioclase

grains set in a well foliated, fine grained matrix.

Locally, the grey tonalite shows strain gradients, and

Fig. 2. Detail of ribbon tonalite mylonite from layered mylonite panel #3G (see Fig. 3). Coin, 3 cm, for scale.
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mylonite with sub-millimetre size feldspar porphyro-

clasts is developed in anastomosing bands, between

10 cm and tens of metres thick. In many places, the

mylonitic ribbon structure has been destroyed by

annealing (cf. Hanmer, 1984), and only the uniformly

fine grain size and the presence of porphyroclasts

indicates the mylonitic nature of the rock. Thin sec-

tions show that synkinematic hydration, introduction

of carbonate (carbonatisation), and postkinematic

recrystallisation in the tonalitic mylonite have resulted

in an annealed muscovite- and biotite-bearing quartzo-

feldspathic schist, with abundant disseminated carbo-

Fig. 3. Geological sketch map of northwest termination of the western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt. Mylonitic nappes in the footwall are

numbered 1–15, thrust-bound granitoid panels in the western margin of the central gneisses in the hanging wall are numbered 18–20. The Isua

Greenstone Belt is indicated by name, and panels derived from it are indicated by the suffix G and bold type, as in panels #16G and #17G. The

location of Fig. 4 is indicated by a box. A and B are location labels for ease of reference.
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nate and clinozoisite or epidote. In places, the tonalite

mylonite is cut by narrow (1–5 m) sheets of white

tonalite and pegmatite, visibly injected subconcor-

dantly with respect to the host foliation. Strongly and

weakly foliated examples of both white tonalite and

pegmatite cut the grey tonalitic mylonite, and mylo-

nitic examples of both are found within non-mylonitic

and mylonitic grey tonalite. Together, these observa-

tions suggest that the white tonalite and pegmatite were

injected synkinematically with respect to mylonitisa-

tion.

3.2. Layered mafic schist– tonalite mylonite panel

The grey tonalite panel #1 is overlain by a similar

sized panel (#2G in Fig. 3; f 4� 0.35 km) of dark

green mafic schist intruded by thin (1–10 m) sheets of

tonalite. The mafic schist is generally composed of

amphibole and chlorite and is strongly foliated. How-

ever, parts are less phyllitic, more feldspathic, and less

schistose, although they still present a very strongly

developed planar anisotropy. These rocks were

intruded by subconcordant sheets of grey and white

tonalites, as well as pegmatite. Locally, subconcordant

sheets of white tonalite and pegmatite pervasively

intruded the grey tonalite and result in a well deve-

loped compositional layering in granitoid units 10–50

m thick. The distribution of the tonalite sheets is

uniform throughout the panel and unrelated to prox-

imity of the panel boundaries.

At the outcrop scale, the tonalitic components of

this panel are pervasively mylonitised. Both grey and

white tonalites commonly contain apparent ribbon

fabrics, and the grey tonalite is commonly charged

with fine (1–2 mm) plagioclase porphyroclasts. How-

ever, in detail, less strongly deformed white tonalite

sheets locally cut grey tonalite mylonite, suggesting

that the former was injected synkinematically with

respect to mylonitisation. In thin section, the tonalite

mylonites are hydrated and carbonatised quartzofeld-

spathic schists, similar to those in the grey tonalite

panel #1, with the grey and white tonalite components

differing principally in biotite and sericite (after pla-

gioclase) content. Plagioclase porphyroclasts, where

present, show fracturing, kinking and mortar textures

indicative of mixed brittle and crystal plastic behav-

iour (e.g., Hanmer, 1982; Pryer, 1993), but the abun-

dance of white mica and epidote minerals highlights

the important role played by chemical change during

deformation (e.g., Fitzgerald and Stunitz, 1993;

O’Hara, 1994). Polycrystalline quartz ribbons wrap

around feldspar porphyroclasts, and show a marked

tendency to vary in thickness and anastomose. Macki-

nnon et al. (1997) interpret similar features as fracture

controlled quartz veinlets introduced into the deform-

ing rock. A strain gradient in the lowermost f 25 m

of panel #2G is well exposed at the shore of lake 644.

There, the mylonite is more planar and distinctly

flaggy, and transposition is so penetrative that few

tonalite sheets preserve evidence of their intrusive

nature.

Very similar rocks form a panel (#3G in Fig. 3; 4.5

km minimum strike-length) separated into two parts

by the eastern shore of Lake 704. Geometrically, the

northern part of panel #3G is identical to panel #2.

However, the southern part of panel #3G is charac-

terised by gently doubly plunging, east–northeast

trending, 100–200 m wavelength, open, upright,

horizontal folds that deform the mylonite fabric

(Fig. 4). The folds verge to the north–northwest, with

a shallowly south–southeast dipping enveloping sur-

face, and an axial plane that dips in the range 45–70j
in the same direction.

3.3. Tonalite mylonite panel

East of Lake 644, the layered mylonite panel #2 is

overlain by a thinner panel (#4 in Fig. 3;f 4.5� 0.15

km) of homogeneous, light grey tonalite with few

inclusions. The northern half of the panel is extremely

fine grained and non-fissile. In places, it has a sugary

texture and the appearance of an undeformed aplitic

rock. However, because it passes along strike into well

developed ribbon mylonite in the southern half of the

panel, we suggest that the sugary texture is due to

annealing. Contacts with adjacent panels are abrupt.

While it may be related to the intrusive tonalites in the

underlying layered mylonite panel #2G, it contains no

inclusions in the vicinity of the contact. Adjacent to the

upper contact, inclusions of mafic schist in the tonalite

are quite distinct from the mafic rocks of the overlying

amphibolite panel (#6G; see below). We suggest that

both contacts are abrupt faults. A narrow panel (#5 in

Fig. 3; 1.0� 0.07 km) of similar looking tonalite

ribbon mylonite overlies the layered mylonite panel

#3G east of Lake 704.
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3.4. Amphibolite mylonite panels

Panels of compositionally homogeneous, dark

green to black amphibolite occur at two structural

levels east of Lake 644 (#6G and #7G in Fig. 3;

5� 0.05–0.35 km and 1.5� 0.25 km, respectively).

Both amphibolite panels are characterised by a uni-

formly fine grain size and, where visible, a strongly

developed, planar, compositional lamination. The low-

ermost 20 m of panel #6G are intruded by thin ( < 1 m)

white pegmatite sheets that, for the most part, are

mildly foliated. However, in a strain gradient at the

southern end of the panel, the pegmatites are penetra-

tively mylonitised along with the amphibolite, which

itself looks no different to the mafic rock throughout

the rest of the panel. We suggest that the strong

lamination in both amphibolite panels is a mylonitic

foliation. The ductile strain gradient was locally

reworked by later brittle faulting, resulting in limited

post-pegmatite breccia zones 1–10 m thick.

Panels of mafic schist (#8G and #9G in Fig. 3; 1.8

and 0.75 km exposed strike length, respectively),

indistinguishable from that in the layered mylonite,

but with few tonalite sheets, occur east of Lake 704.

The smaller of the two, panel #8G, is overlain by a

panel (#10 in Fig. 3; 1.0� 0.15 km) of thickly banded

Fig. 4. Sketch of the area between Lakes 644 and 704 to illustrate the distribution of axial traces of open, upright, horizontal folds that deform

the mylonitic foliation and intrafolial sheath folds. The fold in the southwest marked by an asterisk is illustrated in Fig. 5. Outlines of numbered

mylonitic panels are shown; see Fig. 3 for geology. Inset is a detail of the geology of panel #16G to illustrate the disposition of quartz– tremolite

mylonites (grey shading). Other lithologies are as in Fig. 3.
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amphibolite, compositionally layered on a 0.5–1.0-m

scale, which also occurs as a synformal outlier (pa-

nel #10b) near the shore of the lake. Much of

the compositional layering has been effaced by de-

formation-related processes. However, where well

preserved, it is highlighted by variation in the pro-

portion of 2 cm scapolite porphyroblasts. The basal 2

m of the panel are locally riddled with highly

deformed, attenuated quartz veins. Where the veins

are strongly boudined, the resulting tectonite has the

aspect of a porphyroclastic gneiss (e.g., Hanmer,

1988a).

3.5. Panels west of Ataneq fault

West of Lake 644, two layered mylonite panels

(#11G and #12G in Fig. 3), separated by a panel of

tonalite mylonite (#13 in Fig. 3), are lithologically and

dimensionally (up to 5� 0.2 km) indistinguishable

from panels #2G and #3G described above from the

east side of the Ataneq fault. They were intruded by

the f 3.0 Ga Taserssuaq tonalite complex (Hanmer et

al., submitted for publication; see also Chadwick et

al., 1983). West of Lake 704, two panels of layered

mylonite and tonalite mylonite (#14G and #15,

respectively, in Fig. 3) are juxtaposed across a narrow

zone of cataclasis and minor mylonite, similar to rocks

in the Ataneq fault zone, of which this could represent

a minor splay. Both panels are intruded by the

Taserssuaq tonalite, and the fault splay does not ap

pear to significantly offset the intrusive contact.

4. Isua Greenstone Belt

4.1. Mafic schist

The northwestern limit of the Isua Greenstone Belt

is exposed between lakes 644 and 704, where it is

truncated by the Ataneq fault (see also Bridgwater and

McGregor, 1974; Nutman, 1986). The supracrustal

rocks are represented by homogeneous mafic schist

(panel #16G in Fig. 3), which at least locally contains

well preserved mafic pillows (see also Appel et al.,

1998a,b). The mafic schist is intercalated with thin (50

m) panels of layered mafic schist– tonalite mylonite,

identical to that described for the footwall (panels #2G

and #3G in Fig. 3). The mafic schist also contains thin,

discontinuous panels of laminated quartz– tremo-

liteF sulphide mylonite (Fig. 4). The siliceous mylon-

ites are generally only a few metres thick, although in

places, internal isoclinal folding results in thicknesses

Fig. 5. View looking north of quartz– tremolite mylonite (above contact), internally folded and thickened by intrafolial, isoclinal folding, which

occupies an open, upright, horizontal, synformal closure, underlain by mafic schist (below contact), in panel #16G. Note that foliation in the

mafic schist is concordant to the lithological contact. The topographic expression of the Ataneq fault (Af) at the north end of Lake 644 is visible

to the far left. Outcrop face f 50 m high. See Fig. 4 for location.
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of up to 30 m (Fig. 5). The initial dimensions of these

units are compatible with an origin as siliceous dolo-

mites or dolomitic cherts. However, in a rare low strain

window, abundant schistose fragments of mafic schist

are markedly misoriented within a non-foliated quartz

sheet that also contains irregular masses of carbonate.

The whole assemblage is transformed to laminated,

schistose, quartz–tremolite mylonite along the margin

of the sheet. Another example is compositionally

zoned, with carbonate symmetrically concentrated

along the sheet margins. These observations suggest

that the quartz–tremolite mylonites were derived from

quartz–carbonate veins.

The interlayered assemblage of mafic schist,

quartz–tremolite and layered mylonite is deformed

by gently doubly plunging, east–northeast trending,

open, upright, horizontal folds (Fig. 5), with 100–200

m wavelengths, similar to those described for the

footwall rocks in panel #3G, immediately to the

northeast. Here, these folds are well defined by

relatively continuous horizons of quartz– tremolite

mylonite. Again, the folds verge to the north–north-

west, with a shallowly south–southeast dipping

enveloping surface and moderate to steeply south–

southeast dipping axial planes.

4.2. Ultramafic schist

East of Lake 644, the supracrustal rocks of the Isua

Greenstone Belt are separated from the footwall

panels described above by a steeply dipping, fine

grained, dark green to grey, ultramafic schist com-

posed of a talc matrix with dispersed grains of car-

bonate and actinolite. The ultramafic schist is up to

150 m thick in the south, but it narrows to f 10 m in

the north, where it occurs as discontinuous lenses.

North of the small lake marked A (see Fig. 3), it is

succeeded along strike by a diffuse cataclastic fault

zone, up to 180 m thick, which contains small, dis-

continuous lenses of ultramafic schist. To the south, it

extends into the core of the Isua Greenstone Belt, and

across Lake 678 (Nutman, 1986; J. Myers, unpub-

lished data, 1999).

4.3. Tonalite mylonite and calcsilicate rocks

South of the small lake marked B (see Fig. 3), the

ultramafic schist and the mylonitic panels of the

footwall are separated by a f 1.4 km thick tract of

compositionally homogeneous quartzofeldspathic

schist and calcsilicate rocks, with subordinate am-

phibolite and ultramafic schist (#17 in Fig. 3). This

map unit has long been treated as part of the supra-

crustal belt stratigraphy (e.g., Nutman, 1986). The

quartzofeldspathic schist is a grey to light brown,

intensely foliated, steeply dipping, fine grained S > L

to L>S tectonite, with a strong, steeply plunging

extension lineation. Locally, vivid green silicious

units, up to several metres thick, contain fuchsitic

mica (Dymek et al., 1983). In thin section, a fine

grained (50 Am) quartzofeldspathic matrix is pinned

by abundant, disseminated, fine grained biotite and

white mica. What appeared macroscopically to be

ribbons are either single-chain polycrystalline quartz

veins, or very straight, narrow seams of biotite and

muscovite. Abundant carbonate and clinozoisite are

disseminated throughout the matrix, and are likely

responsible for a locally pronounced vuggy weath-

ering. Microscopically, the quartzofeldspathic schist

bears a strong resemblance to the hydrated and

carbonatised tonalitic mylonites of the footwall, des-

cribed above. However, both its mylonitic fabric and

extension lineation are more strongly developed than

in the footwall rocks.

The calcsilicate material is a soft, buff, calcareous,

feldspathic rock, associated with fuchsitic siliceous

layers from 1 cm to several metres thick. This asso-

ciation occurs in two principal, map-scale bodies,

separated from the enclosing quartzofeldspathic schist

by contacts that vary from sharp to progressive. In

thin section, it comprises a homogeneous, medium to

fine grained, polycrystalline plagioclase–carbonate

matrix with loosely aligned, disseminated laths of

biotite and white mica. The ultramafic schist is light

tan coloured and occurs as discontinuous bodies up to

5 m thick by several tens of metres long. Microscopi-

cally, it comprises a talc matrix with disseminated,

equigranular, equant grains of carbonate.

The map-scale geometry of these units describes a

steeply plunging Z fold, with kilometre-scale wave-

length and amplitude, that deforms the mylonitic

foliation, but is coaxial with the mylonitic extension

lineation. The mylonitic fabric symmetry varies sys-

tematically from S>L tectonite on the fold limbs, to a

pronounced L>S tectonite in the fold core. This

suggests that the mylonitic fabric was still evolving
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while the Z fold developed, but after the main

mylonite-forming episode.

5. Central gneisses

The foliated tonalitic, dioritic and granitic rocks of

the central gneisses (Fig. 1), and the mafic dyke

swarm that cuts them, have been described in detail

elsewhere (e.g., Nutman and Bridgwater, 1986 and

references therein). Much of the granitoid is repre-

sented by foliated tonalite and leucodiorite southeast

of Lake 704 (Fig. 3). For the most part, foliations dip

moderately to the southeast and appear to be parallel

to the principal map-scale lithological contacts, such

that the plutonic rocks structurally overlie the western

part of the Isua Greenstone Belt and its footwall. The

lowermost unit is a medium grained, equigranular,

grey-green, biotite–hornblende leucodiorite (#18 in

Fig. 3). It is poorly foliated, but contains rare xen-

oliths of strongly foliated mafic schist, indicating an

intrusive relationship to adjacent rocks. It is abruptly

overlain by a dark to medium grey, equigranular,

variably foliated, biotite tonalite (#19 in Fig. 3), itself

in sharp contact with, and included as xenoliths and

rafts within, an overlying coarse grained, light grey to

white, moderately foliated, biotite tonalite (#20 in Fig.

3). All three plutonic map units are cut by large,

locally very coarsely (up to 5 cm) plagioclase–phyric,

diabase dykes, up to 50 m thick. The latter are part of

the f 3.5 Ga Tarssartôq dyke swarm (Nutman et al.,

1996, 1997; White et al., 2000).

The lowermost 200 m of the leucodiorite (panel

#18 in Fig. 3) are strongly altered and well foliated,

although the macroscopic expression of the fabric has

been attenuated by recrystallisation and annealing. In

thin section, plagioclase is extensively replaced by

clinozoisite, and hornblende is altered to biotite and

then to chlorite. A 10-m-thick, branching, plagio-

clase–phyric, Tarssartôq dyke (dyke 1 in Fig. 3) is

concordant to, and penetratively affected by the leu-

codiorite foliation.

Similar Tarssartôq dykes have been previously

mapped (Nutman, 1986) in the darker and lighter grey

tonalite units in panels #19 and 20, respectively.

Several examples occur at the abrupt contact between

the two panels. The basal 1–2 m of a 10-m-thick

ophitic dyke (dyke 2 in Fig. 3) that lies parallel to the

contact were converted to chlorite schist and injected

by 25–50 cm thick tonalite veins that are now ribbon

mylonite. Along strike to the southwest, a 10–20-m-

thick, plagioclase–phyric dyke (dyke 3 in Fig. 3), that

makes an high angle (f 70j) with the contact

between the two panels, is abruptly truncated at the

contact itself. A second similar dyke truncation occurs

at the same contact, several hundred metres along

strike to the southwest. These observations indicate

that some of the contacts within and bounding the

central gneisses are tectonic with localised foliation

development, and that deformation at the contacts

postdates the f 3.5 Ga Tarssartôq dykes.

6. Structure and kinematics

The map-scale geometry of the map-unit bounda-

ries (Fig. 3) and the concordant, layer-parallel, mylo-

nitic foliation in the study area is relatively simple;

moderate (f 45–60j) dips to the east and southeast,

with local, map-scale, upright, horizontal, open to

moderate folds that deform the foliation (see Figs. 4

and 5). In contrast, the orientations of extension

lineations within the mylonitic foliation (Fig. 6), and

outcrop and smaller scale intrafolial fold axes that

deform the foliation, is more complex. The extension

lineation is mostly oriented northwest–southeast,

transverse to the structural grain, with a subordinate

longitudinal population oriented northeast–southwest,

a pattern that is readily discerned between lakes 644

and B (Fig. 6). The fold axis pattern is best developed

in the layered mylonite panels, where the multilayer

rheology favours folding at all scales, as well as in the

laminated quartz– tremolite mylonites enclosed in

mafic schist. In a given outcrop, the intrafolial folds

bear a systematic relationship to the local finite exten-

sion direction, such that fold axes make lower angles

with the extension lineation as the fold profile tightens.

In some cases, this relationship can be followed around

the curved axis of a single fold at a scale varying from

25 cm to 5 m. The curved fold axes are bisected by the

local finite extension direction, where present, and are

clearly sheath folds (Fig. 7; Cobbold and Quinquis,

1980; Bell and Hammond, 1984). The folds commonly

form lenticular packages that are enclosed by mylonite

derived by transposition of the folded fabric (Fig. 8).

This style of deformation, whereby folded mylonite
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was transposed to form new, anastomosing to planar

mylonite zones, is characteristic of the layered mylon-

ite panels #2G and #3G at all scales up to 50–100 m in

true thickness (see Fig. 9). From this, we conclude that

the intrafolial folds were coeval with at least the later

stages of mylonitisation in any given location.

Shear sense indicators, such as asymmetrical ex-

tensional shear bands, C/S fabrics, back-rotated pull-

Fig. 6. Detailed maps of extension lineation orientations. The boundaries of the mylonitic panels are indicated by broken lines; see Fig. 3 for

geology.
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aparts or foliation fish (e.g., Hanmer and Passchier,

1991), are sparse in the mylonitic rocks in the Isua

Greenstone Belt footwall. However, the intrafolial

fold orientation distribution pattern can be used for

kinematic analysis. Hansen (1971) has demonstrated

that by tracking the relationship between fold asym-

metry and the sense of rotation of the fold axis with

progressive deformation, it is possible to determine

the slip direction and the shear sense of the flow that

generated the folds (e.g., Figs. 7 and 9). This is

equivalent to observing the fold asymmetry of deve-

loping sheath folds (Cobbold and Quinquis, 1980). In

a monoclinic shear zone that has not extended sig-

nificantly along the vorticity vector, the displacement

vector is likely to lie close to the finite extension

lineation at relatively high magnitudes of strain (see

Passchier et al., 1997; Passchier, 1998). However, in

other cases, the angular relationship between displace-

ment and extension lineation may be more complex,

especially in triclinic shear zones (see Lin et al.,

1998). In any event, extension lineations are only

patchily preserved in much of the footwall (Fig. 6)

and are commonly absent where the folds are best

developed. Accordingly, it is necessary to formally

derive the displacement vector directly from the fold

population. Application of this method can be com-

plicated by rotation of the shear plane, either during

sheath fold amplification or due to later folding, that

could lead to apparent reversal of shear sense (e.g.,

Alsop and Holdsworth, 1999). However, in the foot-

wall to the western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt,

megascopic (larger than outcrop scale) intrafolial or

recumbent folds are absent, and the f 200 m wave-

length folds that deform the sheath folds are open,

upright and horizontal.

Twenty-eight stations were selected for detailed

measurement, where the outcrop-scale enveloping sur-

face to the folds had not been disturbed by later events

within the station, and the results are presented as

annotated stereoplots (Fig. 10; see Fig. 11 for station

locations). The kinematic analysis was performed by

initially finding the best-fit great circle to the intrafolial

fold axis point data using R. Almendinger’s Stereonet

programme. The displacement direction is the radius

of the plot that best divides the pont data into two-fold

symmetry populations, and the shear sense is deter-

mined from inspection of the distribution of fold

symmetries on either side of the displacement vector.

The present orientation of the best-fit great circle may

be disturbed by rigid body tilting associated with

younger events at a scale greater than the station,

e.g., upright, horizontal folding or faulting, hence,

the present dip of the great circle in a given plot is

not considered to be kinematically significant with

respect to the mylonitisation events. A direct confir-

mation of the validity of the method is afforded by

station 20 (Fig. 10), where all 20 points were measured

on a nest of stacked sheath folds exposed in three

dimensions, with an amplitude of f 1 m (Fig. 7).

Most of the stereoplots show some deviation from

the ideal, i.e., the distribution of fold symmetries is

Fig. 7. A nest of sheath folds, exposed in three dimensions,

developed in a tonalite sheet within mafic schist in layered mylonite

in panel #3G. The displacement vector (DV) responsible for the

development of these folds bisects the strongly curved fold axes

along the line of sight of the observer. The sheath fold segments

vary in vergence on either side of the displacement vector (S and Z).

Shear sense here is top-toward-observer. This outcrop represents

station 20 in Fig. 10. Coin, 3 cm, for scale.
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not mutually exclusive across the displacement vector.

Non-ideal stereoplots may reflect (i) initial deviation

from a simple, planar configuration in the pre-fold

mylonite foliation surface that can either influence the

symmetry of a given fold as it develops from the

initial perturbation (e.g., Anthony and Wickham,

1978; Manz and Wickham, 1978), or control the

plunge of the fold (e.g., Ghosh et al., 1993), (ii)

superimposed displacement vectors, and/or (iii) the

presence of small-scale, inverted, intrafolial fold

Fig. 8. Small-scale example of the progressive development of planar mylonite zones by the transposition of intrafolial folds of earlier formed

mylonite in the layered mylonite panel #2G. The asymmetry of the folds between the two bounding planar zones is compatible with transverse

thrust kinematics. In other outcrops, at a larger scale, intrafolial folds associated with transverse extensional kinematics deform the equivalents

of the planar mylonite zones shown here; see Figs. 9 and 12. Hammer for scale.

Fig. 9. A large-scale example of the development of intrafolial sheath folding in the layered mylonite of panel #2G. In the foreground, mafic

schist and tonalite mylonite are deformed by recumbent sheath folds. The intrafolial fold axis is perpendicular to the outcrop face in the centre

(a) and to the left, but turns progressively to parallel to the outcrop face at the right (b). Hansen analysis of this outcrop (station 4 in Fig. 10)

indicates west directed transverse thrusting. Note also the thrust-nappe style of the folds with extreme lower limb attenuation (c). The outcrop

defining the skyline (above d–dV), approximately 300 m behind the foreground rocks, is a mylonite zone dipping gently to the east (right). This

outcrop structurally overlies the foreground rocks, and the intrafolial folds in the latter were progressively transposed to form the mylonites of

the former. A continuous train of mesoscopic, curvilinear folds of Z asymmetry (not visible at this resolution) forms a cascade indicative of top-

to-east extensional shearing; see also station 3 in Fig. 10. Geological hammer (left of centre) for scale.
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Fig. 10. Kinematic analysis of non-coaxial intrafolial sheath folds. Method is described in the text. However, an additional minor rotation was applied to the displacement vectors for

stations 4 + 5 and 21 (15j clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively) to enhance the fold symmetry distribution on either side of the vector. Symbol key is given at lower right. N

is the number of measurements. Station numbers are geographically located in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Sketch map indicating the pattern of thrust-nappe boundaries and faults. Numbers refer to station locations in Fig. 10.
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limbs. However, in most cases, either there is a clear

predominance of a one-fold symmetry on each side of

the displacement vector (e.g., stations 2, 3b, 7, 11, 13,

14a, 15, 16c, 19, 20, 21 and 24 in Fig. 10), or folds of

a given symmetry are confined to one quadrant of the

plot (e.g., stations 4 + 5, 6, 8a, 14b, 14c, 22 and 23).

Throughout the study area, deduced displacement

vectors and shear sense in the layered mylonite panels

and the quartz– tremolite mylonite fall into three

groups: (i) longitudinal top-side–southwest, (ii) trans-

verse top-side–northwest (see also Fig. 9), and (iii)

transverse top-side–southeast (see also Fig. 12).Where

present, scarce independent shear sense indicators (see

above) invariably confirmed this deduction. Expressed

in terms of the present-day southeast regional dip, these

vectors correspond to longitudinal strike-slip move-

ment (stations 6, 7, 9 + 10, 12 and 14b in Fig. 10),

transverse thrusting (stations 2, 3b, 4 + 5, 14c, 16c, 19

and 20), and transverse extensional shear (stations 8a,

11, 13, 14a, 15, 21, 22, 23 and 24), all along shallowly

dipping shear planes. Other stations yield equivocal

results (stations 1, 3, 8, 16, 17, 18 and 20bcd; locations

omitted in Fig. 12 for clarity). Where stations are

juxtaposed, and outcrop is continuous, it is possible

to demonstrate by direct observation that the transverse

extensional displacement vectors were superposed on

planar fabrics derived by the total transposition of

folded mylonites characterised by earlier transverse

thrusting vectors (stations 1 and 2, and 3b in Fig. 11;

see also Fig. 9). This is an important observation

because it demonstrates that the shear sense reversal

is real and not the result of megascopic fold limb

inversion (cf. Alsop and Holdsworth, 1999). In other

cases, the timing relationship cannot be directly

observed (stations 14a and 14c, 15 and 19, 20 and

24), but the stations are closely juxtaposed, all fabric

elements are mutually parallel, and there is no evidence

for megascopic intrafolial or recumbent fold limb

inversion.

The longitudinal strike-slip vectors were all mea-

sured in the core of the layered mylonite panel east of

Lake 644 (Fig. 11). Although their relative timing

with respect to the transverse displacement vectors

was nowhere directly observed, their preservation in

the centre of the thickest layered mylonite panel

suggests that early strike-slip mylonites were re-

worked by transverse contractional mylonitisation

along the panel margins, which itself generated trans-

position zones that were exploited during later exten-

sional shear.

7. Timing of deformation

Nutman (1986) identified a boundary south of the

Isua Greenstone Belt that represents the northern limit

of intense Neoarchean (f 2.82–2.72 Ga; e.g., Nut-

man et al., 1996; Friend et al., 1996) regional defor-

mation and metamorphism (see inset in Fig. 1). In

later publications (Nutman et al., 1999), this limit was

extended to the northwest, apparently placing the

mylonites of the present study area on the Neoarchean

Fig. 12. Train of curvilinear Z folds in quartz– tremolite mylonite in panel #16G indicative of top-to-east (right) extensional shearing along a

gently east dipping plane. A horizon of talc schist (light grey) occurs beneath the mylonite to the left (a). Field of view f 50 m wide.
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side of the boundary. However, as noted above, the

mylonitic panels of the footwall were intruded by the

Taserssuaq tonalite complex, a large plutonic body

that occupies the eastern third of the Akia terrane

(e.g., Garde, 1997). It is a largely homogeneous body,

extending from the Inland Ice to the Godthåbsfjord

area, where it intrudes rock units on its eastern margin

(Chadwick et al., 1983). In our study area, the

Taserssuaq tonalite is an equigranular, medium

grained (f 5 mm), leucocratic tonalite with a weakly

developed magmatic foliation. It intrudes and contains

misoriented rafts, 50 m long by 10 m thick, of open

folded, layered mylonite, demonstrating that the

Taserssuaq tonalite was emplaced after mylonitisation,

and probably after deformation of the mylonite and its

intrafolial sheath folds by the late upright, horizontal

folding (Fig. 4). A sample taken f 1 km west of the

mylonites (Fig. 3 for location), has yielded a U–Pb

zircon magmatic crystallisation age of 2991F 2 Ma

(Hanmer et al., submitted for publication), confirming

the 2982F 7 Ma age obtained from a site 25 km

further west (e.g., Garde et al., 1986; Garde, 1997).

This result provides a minimum age for mylonitisation

west of the Ataneq fault.

In addition to the Taserssuaq tonalite, deformed

tonalite and pegmatite sheets from within the mylo-

nitic footwall panels have been dated by the U–Pb

zircon SHRIMP technique (Hanmer et al., submitted

for publication). A tonalite sheet that provides a

maximum age for mylonitisation yielded a magmatic

crystallisation age of f 3640F 3 Ma. A cross-cut-

ting, non-foliated pegmatite sheet that provides a

minimum age for intense deformation and mylonitisa-

tion east of the Ataneq fault was dated at 2948F 8

Ma, compatible with the result derived from the

Taserssuaq tonalite on the west side of the fault.

Zircon rims and overgrowths dated at f 2950 and
f 2680 Ma in both samples are broadly comparable

to the f 2980 Ma event in the Akia terrane (Nutman

et al., 1989), and the f 2720 Ma granitoid sheets

common to the Akulleq, Akia and Tasiusarsuaq ter-

ranes (Friend et al., 1996). Finally, we note that

mylonites with Paleoarchean, synkinematic tonalite

sheets, similar to those described here, albeit much

thinner (f 10 m), are cross-cut by pristine f 3.5 Ga

Tarssartôq dykes at the contact between the central

gneisses and the Isua Greenstone Belt, east of Lake

678 (Crowley et al., 2000; White et al., 2000).

Extensive SHRIMP geochronology demonstrates

that tectonothermal and magmatic events throughout

the Akulleq terrane occurred during two extended

periods: f 3870–3500 Ma and f 2840–2700 Ma

(e.g., Nutman et al., 1996, 2000; Friend et al., 1996;

see also Frei et al., 1999). Although the history of the

Paleoarchean period is the subject of lively debate

(e.g., Whitehouse et al., 1999; Nutman et al., 2000 and

references therein), there is general agreement that

a major regional tectonothermal event occurred

atf 3650 Ma, manifested as granulite facies meta-

morphism in the vicinity of Godthåbsfjord, and

amphibolite facies metamorphism and the intrusion

of granitoids at higher crustal levels in the Isukasia

area (e.g., Nutman et al., 1996; see also Crowley et al.,

2000). No regional tectonothermal event has so far

been detected in the interval 3500–3000 Ma (Nutman

et al., 1989, 1996, 2000). Our geochronological data

(Hanmer et al., submitted for publication) fit well with

the existing regional database and indicate that the

mylonitic panels in the footwall to the western part of

the Isua Greenstone Belt formed during the Paleoarch-

ean at f 3640 Ma.

Isotopic studies in the Isua Greenstone Belt have

detected a Neoarchean metamorphic disturbance at
f 2.85 Ga (Gruau et al., 1996; Frei et al., 1999).

The dioritic and tonalitic rocks that form the western

margin of the central gneisses, structurally overlying

the western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt and its

footwall, contain deformed Tarssartôq dykes, some

of which are truncated at fault contacts (see above).

These time markers imply that a component of the

deformation in rocks structurally above the western

Isua Greenstone Belt occurred after f 3.5 Ga, and

is significantly younger than the formation of the

underlying mylonitic panels. In contrast to the

mylonitic panels, this younger deformation was

apparently non-penetrative, with strong fabrics

restricted to the base of the leucodiorite and along

the structurally higher fault that truncates the Tars-

sartôq dykes (dykes 2 and 3 in Fig. 3). Although

there is no outcrop-scale kinematic evidence, we

speculate that this later deformation involved

renewed thrusting, potentially to the northwest. The

abrupt nature of the contacts between the mylonitic

panels of the footwall and the local evidence for

brittle faulting along some contacts, described above,

suggests that renewed thrusting may have resulted in
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minor reactivation of the mylonitic nappe stack after
f 3.5 Ga. We suggest that this reactivation event is

Neoarchean in age (Hanmer et al., submitted for

publication).

8. Mylonitic thrust-nappe stack

Two end-member interpretations can be applied to

the structure of the footwall to the western part of the

Isua Greenstone Belt. The juxtaposition of panels of

plutonic and supracrustal origin could represent an

initial intrusive relationship that was subjected to

penetrative mylonitisation in a coherent shear zone,

at least f 1.5 km thick. In this scenario, the shear

zone would have been reworked by three kinemati-

cally distinct events, but not significantly dislocated.

The presence of amphibole as a fabric-forming min-

eral in the mafic schist, and the mixed brittle and

crystal plastic behaviour of plagioclase in the tona-

lites, are compatible with the regional lower amphib-

olite facies metamorphic conditions (550 jC at 5 kbar)

recorded by Boak and Dymek (1982) from the green-

stone belt itself. Such thermal conditions are poten-

tially compatible with active shearing throughout the

thickness of the shear zone (e.g., Hanmer, 1988b;

Hanmer et al., 1992). However, the following evi-

dence suggests that finite displacements have

occurred across the panel boundaries: (i) different

tonalites occur on either side of the supracrustal

panels, (ii) differences in penetrative strain state occur

from one tonalite panel to the next, (iii) intrusive

tonalite veins show a uniform distribution within

supracrustal panels, unrelated to proximity to the

bounding tonalite panels, (iv) there is no correspon-

dence between the type of mafic inclusions in the

tonalite panels and the adjacent supracrustal panels,

and (v) lithological contacts at the panel boundaries

are abrupt. The magnitude of such displacements is

unconstrained, but would have to be sufficient to

account for the lithological individuality of the

abruptly juxtaposed panels.

Alternatively, in a second end-member scenario,

transverse displacement vectors in a penetratively

mylonitic homocline comprising panels of contrasting

composition, associated with locally preserved evi-

dence of strain gradients along the lower boundaries

of the panels, could be interpreted in terms of a stack

of penetratively mylonitic crystalline thrust-nappes

(e.g., Hanmer, 1988a; Hanmer and McEachern,

1992; Nadeau and Hanmer, 1992). The fundamental

difference between this scenario and the model of a

dislocated shear zone would lie in the greater magni-

tude of the displacement across the nappe boundaries.

Although systematic kinematic analysis has only been

undertaken in the layered mylonite panels and the

quartz–tremolite mylonites, the presence of pervasive

mylonites and identical extension lineation patterns in

the other footwall panels suggests that they can be

similarly interpreted. For example, near the south end

of Lake 704, we interpret the outlier of thickly banded

amphibolite at the lake shore as a klippe (panel #10a

in Fig. 3), isolated from the main nappe (panel #10)

by erosion.

9. Modern structural regime in the Paleoarchean

Our observations suggest that the footwall to the

western part of the Isua Greenstone Belt constitutes the

oldest thrust-nappe stack known on Earth. However,

the Paleoarchean deformation style and structural

sequence are similar to those of modern mountain

belts. During the middle Eocene, the Pennine nappes

of the Western Alps were translated to the northwest

by sinistral, strike-slip displacements (Ricou, 1984).

By the late Oligocene–early Miocene, the displace-

ment vector had progressively rotated f 90j anti-

clockwise as the deformation style evolved to

southwest directed thrusting (Merle and Brun, 1984).

Similarly, transverse contraction accommodated by

the Basal Brianc�onnais Thrust, a composite structure

of similar dimensions to the mylonitic footwall to the

western Isua Greenstone Belt, postdates strike-parallel

thrusting preserved in its hanging wall (Freeman et al.,

1998). After the stacking of the nappes, the thickened

Pennine crust underwent extensional shear along east-

erly dipping shear zones, commonly re-utilising the

older contractional shear zones (Marquer et al., 1996).

We emphasise that the comparison we make here

refers only to the structural history; we have no

constraints regarding the tectonic boundary conditions

that drove the Paleoarchean deformation.

Historically, the role of continental crust in accom-

modating the higher global heat flow budget of the

Archean Earth has been the subject of some debate.
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For example, Bridgwater et al. (1974) speculated that

high geothermal gradients in a hot early Earth would

inhibit the formation of a thick continental crust.

Other workers, however, found that continental crust

shows no evidence for a higher temperature regime

during the Archean (e.g., Sleep and Windley, 1982;

England and Bickle, 1983). Our structural observa-

tions on the style and scale (see Hanmer and Greene,

submitted for publication) of f 3.64 Ga deformation

in the Isukasia area suggest that Paleoarchean con-

tinental crust responded to far-field shortening in a

manner closely comparable with modern crust, lead-

ing us to conclude that its overall constitution, dimen-

sions, thermal structure and rheology may not have

been very different from those of continental crust

today.
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